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Hanging Wool Felt:
The Brooklyn Contract hanging felt panels are available in several designs and can be
customized to suit your desired aesthetic. The panels add texture, Control light, and provide
varied degrees of privacy while defining areas. The design and color can add depth to any
interior. The panels enable simple space division and acoustic separation.
Design: by Kirath Ghundoo Surface Design
Content 100% Wool Design Felt
Panel Thickness 3/16 in (5 mm or 3mm)
Standard Sizes
Small: 32”W x 8’.0” or 9’.0” long
Medium: 36” x 8’.0” or 9’.0”
Large: 42” x 8’.0” or 9’.0”
Ex Large: 48” x 8’.0” or 9’.0”
Special dimensions available on request. All designs can be adjusted.
Specification: Specify the dimensions of the panel, Thickness (2mm 3mm or 5mm) The design
name- or provide design, Select one of our felts, color, and attachment- track or cable.
Custom: Custom Sizes + Patterns
Some variation of the surface are evidence of the completely natural origin of the material.
Slight color variations are typical with dyed felted wools. Color matching cannot be totally
guaranteed and variation will be more pronounced then typical commercial range. Variations in
temperature and humidity can expand or contract the fibers affecting the size and shape of the
felt. Please note that the material dimensions may change up to ±6% due to climate variation.
Hanging Options: Velcro with Track or Cable
Panel Track: Brooklyn’s Hanging Panel Track System is available in up to five channels, wall or
ceiling mount, sliding or stationary, and Hanging Panels attach with Velcro for easy hanging
and removal for cleaning and maintenance. The panels can also be ceiling hung with one of
our cable assembly options.
Durability: Contract or Residential
Maintenance: Regular gentle vacuuming to remove airborne dust and dirt. Spot clean if
necessary with cool water and mild soap. Do not rub excessively as this may change the
surface appearance of the material.
Lead Times: Apply for all products and may be longer for custom sizes and designs.
Environmental: 100% biodegradable, contains no formaldehyde, 100% VOC free, no
chemical irritants, free of harmful substances, Oeko-Tex© Standard 100 Certified.
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Track System: The basic track system includes the track, carriers, ceiling or wall attachments.
The felt panels are hung from the carriers using velcro. Lengths to 120” and beyond.

Cable System Basix -1:The cable system includes a kit of parts to hang the panel from the
ceiling on a carrier with velcro that is attached to the assembly.
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Cable System EZ Lock -1 for Tgrid & Sure Lock-2:The cable system includes a standard kit
of parts to hang the panel from the ceiling drywall or Tgrid. These systems allow for easy
tensioning and adjustment. Directly attach to the Tgrid with possible support from above or to
a rail attached to the ceiling. The couple can be attached directly to structure for a third option.

Ceiling Attachments: There are two standard ceiling attachments. The first is a clip which
attaches to the ceiling Tgrid. It allows for the cable system to attach to the Tgrid and for that
assembly to be supported above if necessary. The second standard attachment is an
aluminum rail to attach to the ceiling from which the rest of the assembly is suspended.

Coupler: Coupler for attachment to ceiling clip, track attachment or structure.

Stainless Cable: Standard 1/16” Stainless cable with end.
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Side Clamp: Standard side clamp gripper to attach to the horizontal top and bottom bar. Right
and left versions.

Attachment Bar: Aluminum attachment bar with Velcro on one side to attach felt panel to
cable structure.

Tension Attachment: Tensioning attachment for floor or ceiling.

Kits: All hanging assemblies are sold in kits based on the site conditions and specifications.
Additional clamps, cable, grippers, tensioning attachments and accessories are available.
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